
CANDACE RUTHERS
Entry-Level Interior Designer
Self-motivated, quick to learn, and creative problem-solver offering a
growing knowledge of home designs with a special interest in
furniture and decor. Eager for a fast-paced role at Navarra Design,
where I will ask questions, implement feedback, and work
confidently with my team.

c.ruthers@email.com
(123) 456-7890
San Francisco, CA

WORK EXPERIENCE

Bruce Bierman Design
Interior Design Intern
San Francisco, CA | 2022 - current

Assisted 12 in-house interior designers in planning and
implementing clients' requests in regards to furniture.
Handled 30+ calls a day, documenting concerns or requests and
redirecting clients to appropriate departments as needed.
Scheduled appointments with prospects to discuss their design
needs and present their requirements to senior designers.
Finished 3 minor projects with combined revenue of $28k on
time, earning the trust of clients, supervisors, and colleagues.
Maintained an updated client database, and followed up with
existing and potential customers to collect feedback.
Traveled 50% of the time to prepare floor spaces in Vector Works.

Compiled and organized lists of vendors and contractors,
ordered supplies, communicated with vendors and contractors,
and picked up or returned supplies as required.

S&K Law Offices
Receptionist
San Francisco, CA | 2018 - 2021

Answered 50-60 calls a day, taking messages and answering
questions when possible, reducing hold time by 12%.
Scheduled and confirmed appointments for clients in OnceHub.
Confirmed and processed client payments on time, and
followed up on late payments, reducing non-payments by 23%.
Responded to 30+ emails a day, and maintained discipline and
professionalism while communicating with clients in-office.
Printed and copied legal materials and files, and faxed, emailed,
and mailed legal documents to clients and court officials.

SKILLS
Detail-oriented
Sketching
Organization
Teamwork

Communication
CAD
Vector Works

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science
Interior Design
UCLA
2017 - 2021
Los Angeles, CA

LICENSE

California Council for
Interior Design
Certification (CCIDC)


